
MISSISSIPPI IS PLACED IN SERVICE;
MOVES CLOSER TO DELIVERY
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THE SUBMARINE MISSISSIPPI (SSN-782) PASSED ANOTHER MILESTONE IN ITS LIFE EARLIER THIS MONTH WHEN IT WAS PLACED IN 
SERVICE. THE TERM MEANS THAT OPERATIONAL CONTROL OF THE MISSISSIPPI HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED FROM ELECTRIC BOAT TO THE 
NAVY, AND THAT THE CREW HAS TAKEN RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SAFETY AND SECURITY OF THE SUBMARINE. PARTICIPATING IN A FLAG-
RAISING CEREMONY TO MARK THE EVENT ARE SHIP’S MANAGER HARRY HAUGETO, LT. JEFF KAHN (WEAPONS OFFICER), LT. JOHN CANTOR 
(NAVIGATOR), CAPT. JOHN MCGRATH (COMMANDING OFFICER), LT. CMDR. DAN REISS (EXECUTIVE OFFICER), STS3 ANDREW LORTIE (RAISING 
THE FLAG), MMCM(SS) BILL STOIBER (CHIEF OF THE BOAT) AND LT. CMDR. BEN BRUMM (ENGINEER).
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ELECTRIC 
BOAT 
ENGINEERS 
APPLY 
EXPERTISE
TO IMPROVE 
NICARAGUAN 
LIVES

T wo Electric Boat engineers are applying their skills to improve the lives of 
Nicaraguan farmers.

DAVID BULLOCK, a senior engineer in Dept. 434, and LEAH GETTENS, 
a process-improvement engineer in Dept. 670, are members of Engineers Without 
Borders (EWB), an organization that supports community-driven development 
programs worldwide to design and implement sustainable engineering projects.

Last fall, Bullock and Gettens and other members of the New London chapter 
of EWB traveled to San Ramon, Nicaragua, to perform a site assessment, build a 
better understanding of the issues confronting the farmers and develop an assis-
tance plan.

“Due to deforestation the farmers of San Ramon are finding it increasingly diffi-
cult to grow food to support their families, especially in the dry season when they 
receive very little rainfall,” said Bullock.

To address this, EWB New London is developing rain-water collection designs 
to enable the farmers to grow more crops throughout the year, he said.

EWB provides the designs, supervision and training to implement the project; 
materials and labor are provided by the farmers and the local San Ramon com-
munity. Designs have to be inexpensive and sustainable, requiring minimal tools 
and equipment because many farming communities lack electricity and are in 
remote locations.

This EWB project will directly benefit the farmers and their families by providing 
them with the means to improve their standard of living, Bullock said. “Visiting 
Nicaragua was an enlightening experience,” Bullock said. “It allowed us to see first 
hand how proud and hard working the farmers of these small communities are.”

EWB New London is looking for 
volunteers and donations for the 
Nicaraguan project. Volunteers need 
not be engineers; the group also has 
roles for those interested in project 
management, fundraising, marketing 
and community outreach, finance, 
and innovation.  All donations are tax 
deductible. The organization is now 
planning a return trip to Nicaragua in 

the spring to assess the water conditions during the dry season.
If you’re interested in joining or would like additional information, please con-

tact Bullock at 860-433-2331 or Gettens at 860-433-8631.

DUE TO DEFORESTATION THE FARMERS OF SAN RAMON ARE FINDING IT  

INCREASINGLY DIFFICULT TO GROW FOOD TO SUPPORT THEIR FAMILIES,  

ESPECIALLY IN THE DRY SEASON WHEN THEY RECEIVE VERY LITTLE RAINFALL. 

TO ADDRESS THIS, EWB NEW LONDON IS DEVELOPING RAIN-WATER  

COLLECTION DESIGNS TO ENABLE THE FARMERS TO GROW MORE CROPS 

THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.

EARNED 
HOURS 
INCENTIVE 
PROGRAM  
ENTERS ITS  
13TH YEAR

THE FACES OF 

EB
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E lectric Boat’s Earned Hours Incentive 
Program is under way for 2012, provid-
ing employees with the opportunity to 

share in the company’s financial success.
“Everyone will benefit if we achieve our finan-

cial goals for the year,” said Finance Director 
PETER ROMEO. “Both employees and the com-
pany stand to gain from the incentive program, 
which is now in its 13th year.”

For 2012, the base earned hours goals 
is 18.9 million hours. If this goal is met, 
each employee will receive $500, minus 
withholdings.

In addition, there is a stretch goal of 19.9 
million hours. Achieving this objective 
means another $250 per employee, for a 
potential total incentive payment of $750.

“In order to achieve the 2012 earned 
hours goal, we’ll need to deliver the SSN-
782, ensure that section 2B to 5 for the SSN-
784 is delivered to Groton on schedule and 
complete the SSN-781 PSA,” said Romeo. 
“In the Overhaul and Repair side of the 

business, we need to properly staff the MTS 
program,” he said. “Additionally, Engineer-
ing contracts need to perform to the First 
Quarter Issued Manpower Plan.”

The term Earned Hours refers to a 
method Electric Boat uses to measure its 
cost and schedule performance. “Earned 
Hours is a tool that enables us to measure 
our performance on a monthly basis and 
track that progress against our annual 
goals,” Romeo said.

To be eligible for the incentive bonus, 
employees must:

P Work 1,000 hours during 2012 (excluding 
absences of any kind).

P Be on the payroll as of Dec. 1, 2012, with 
these exceptions:

P Employees who retire in 2012 must work 
at least eight hours in 2012.

P Employees who are laid off in 2012 must 
work at least 1,000 hours in 2012.

EARNED 
HOURS 
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PROGRAM  
ENTERS ITS  
13TH YEAR
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T: General Dynamics Corp., was 
originally called the Electric 
Boat Company. It was 
founded in 1899 and built the first 
submarine purchased by the 
U.S. Navy, Holland, in 1900. The Holland, in 1900. The Holland
firm was incorporated under its 
present name in 1952.

General Dynamics Corp.. (2012). In Encyclopædia 
Britannica. Retrieved from http://www.britannica.com/
EBchecked/topic/228419/General-Dynamics-Corp
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MARINE SYSTEMS NEWS

IW Receives Contract to Build 
Additional DDG 51-class Destroyer

 BATH, MAINE 

T he U. S. Navy has awarded Bath Iron Works a $663 million 
modification to a previously awarded contract to construct 

DDG-116, an Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer.
DDG-116 is the fourth ship in the Navy’s Arleigh Burke-class 

construction-continuation program.  Bath Iron Works is also 
under contract for the construction of DDG-115, the third ship in 
the program.  

BIW President Jeff Geiger said, “All of us at Bath Iron Works 
are very pleased the Navy chose to build DDG-116 in Bath. This 
additional work will enable us to further refine our shipbuilding 
processes, reduce costs and maintain the level of Bath-built 
quality which the Navy expects from us. We understand the 
importance of affordability in today’s challenging economic 
times and we’re committed to providing the Navy highly capable, 
affordable ships while maintaining quality Maine shipbuilding 
jobs that contribute to our national security.”

DDG-51 multi-mission guided-missile destroyers operate in 
support of carrier battle groups, surface-action groups, amphibi-
ous groups and replenishment groups, providing a complete 
array of anti-submarine, anti-air and anti-surface capabilities. 

Designed for survivability, the ships incorporate all-steel con-
struction and have gas turbine propulsion. The combination of 
the ships’ Aegis combat system, the vertical launching system, 
an advanced anti-submarine warfare system, two embarked 
SH-60 helicopters, advanced anti-aircraft missiles and Toma-
hawk anti-ship and land-attack missiles make the Arleigh Burke 
class the most powerful surface combatant ever put to sea.

Navy Awards Electric Boat $8 Million 
for Virginia-class Submarine Work

E lectric Boat has been awarded an $8.3 million contract modi-
fication by the U.S. Navy to procure components for Virginia-

class nuclear-powered attack submarines. 
Under the contract modification, Electric Boat will procure 

material for the construction of Advanced Integrated Low Pres-
sure Electrolyzers used on Virginia-class submarines.

The lead-yard services contract being modified has a potential 
cumulative value of $881 million through 2014 if all options are 
exercised and funded.

struction and have gas turbine propulsion. The combination of 
the ships’ Aegis combat system, the vertical launching system, 
an advanced anti-submarine warfare system, two embarked 
SH-60 helicopters, advanced anti-aircraft missiles and Toma
hawk anti-ship and land-attack missiles make the Arleigh Burke 
class the most powerful surface combatant ever put to sea.

for Virginia-class Submarine Work

E
class nuclear-powered attack submarines. 

material for the construction of Advanced Integrated Low Pres
sure Electrolyzers used on Virginia-class submarines.

cumulative value of $881 million through 2014 if all options are 
exercised and funded.

BUDS RAISE BIG BUCKS 
FOR CANCER SOCIETY
GROTON EMPLOYEES CONTRIBUTED A 
TOTAL OF $14,100 TO THE AMERICAN CANCER 
SOCIETY’S ANNUAL DAFFODIL DAYS EVENT, 
MAKING ELECTRIC BOAT THE TOP CORPORATE 
FUNDRAISER IN CONNECTICUT ONCE AGAIN. 
SOME 30 EMPLOYEES VOLUNTEERED TO SELL 
THE FLOWERS, INCLUDING TOP SELLERS, FROM 
LEFT, DIANE TATRO (452), CHRISTINE DICKSON 
(275), DEBRA MORRISSETTEE (341), PATTY 
FURLONG (275) AND NICOLE DESJARDINS (355). 
DONNA HAVRILLA (601) AND LISA TROLAN 
(605) WERE THE EVENT’S CO-CHAIRWOMEN AT 
ELECTRIC BOAT.
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Designed for survivability, the ships incorporate all-steel con-
struction and have gas turbine propulsion. The combination of 
the ships’ Aegis combat system, the vertical launching system, 
an advanced anti-submarine warfare system, two embarked 
SH-60 helicopters, advanced anti-aircraft missiles and Toma-
hawk anti-ship and land-attack missiles make the Arleigh Burke 
class the most powerful surface combatant ever put to sea.

Navy Awards Electric Boat $8 Million 
for Virginia-class Submarine Work

E lectric Boat has been awarded an $8.3 million contract modi-
fication by the U.S. Navy to procure components for Virginia-

class nuclear-powered attack submarines. 
Under the contract modification, Electric Boat will procure 

material for the construction of Advanced Integrated Low Pres-
sure Electrolyzers used on Virginia-class submarines.

The lead-yard services contract being modified has a potential 
cumulative value of $881 million through 2014 if all options are 
exercised and funded.

50 YEAR VET FRANK JUTKIEWICZ:
STILL GETTING IT DONE

In 1962, FRANK JUTKIEWICZ was just out of high school. He wanted a car and needed a FRANK JUTKIEWICZ was just out of high school. He wanted a car and needed a FRANK JUTKIEWICZ
job. He’d heard there were some openings at Electric Boat so he stopped by, filled out an 

application and soon after found himself working as a pipefitter.
“I figured I’d work here a few years and then go get a better job. But once I got here, it was 

so interesting that I stayed,” he said.
Jutkiewicz, now a production planner in Dept. 355, recently marked a half-century with 

EB, a milestone that was marked by a breakfast with President John P. Casey and his staff.
“When I think about what makes this company special, I think about people like Frank,” 
said JOHN SEDOR, director of planning. The success of EB “is a testament to all your 
efforts, Frank, and people like you. Congratulations on your milestone,” Sedor said.

As Jutkiewicz celebrated the anniversary, co-workers described him as helpful and hard-
working, a nice guy who is easy to talk to, with plenty of institutional knowledge. He’s the 
kind of person who puts his head down and finishes a task no matter what it takes.

When he started at EB there were no computers, no cell phones, and only a few land lines 
in the yard. If a supervisor in the South Yard needed something from the North Yard, the 
young pipefitter would be dispatched to go get it.

As he related some of the events of the last 50 years, one of his co-workers chimed in with, 
“Tell ’em about the time you got fired.”

Not fired, exactly, Jutkiewicz said, but the incident certainly resulted in a few uncomfort-
able moments for a teenager still relatively new to the company.

A year after he started in the pipe shop, his supervisor discovered he was a neighbor of 
some of the EB radiographers, and sent him to work in that shop. One day a company guard 
and a representative from the Supervisor of Shipbuilding visited him at work, asked a few 
questions, and then hauled him off to an office.

Jutkiewicz worried about what he had done wrong. As it turned out, the 19-year-old was 
too young to work in radiography – the minimum age was 21. He was soon reassigned.
TED MALEK (355), who has worked with Jutkiewicz for 30 years, used a story from outside 
work to illustrate his tenacity. 

“I have a funny Frank golf story, and I’ve known him 30 years, so I have a lot of them,” 
Malek said with a grin. While they were out on the links, Jutkiewicz ended up in the woods 
– not an unusual occurrence, Malek jibed. As the ball came out of the woods and back onto 
the course, the rest of the players started forward, but Malek realized that Jutkiewicz was not 
following.

“I looked back and he was rolling around on the ground,” Malek said. “He had hit a bee’s 
nest on his backswing, and they all came swarming out.” Everyone was worried he would 
have to drop out, “But he took some Tylenol and he finished the round.”
DAVID SORENSEN, a production planner in Dept. 355, recounted an instance when a sub-
marine was coming in for repairs and Jutkiewicz was assigned to prepare blue tags, which 
document equipment that will be taken off the ship – a tedious, paper-intensive job at the 
time.

Jutkiewicz had filled out 142 blue tags, when Sorensen learned that the submarine was not 
coming in after all. He dreaded having to break the news to his co-worker after all that effort, 
but Jutkiewicz just took it in stride.

“He just said it was part of the job – you have to do it in advance so you’re ready for this 
ship, so there was no way around it,” Sorensen said. “He’s just so good natured.”

FRANK JUTKIEWICZ

WHEN HE STARTED AT  

EB THERE WERE NO 

COMPUTERS, NO CELL 

PHONES, AND ONLY A 

FEW LAND LINES IN THE 

YARD. IF A SUPERVISOR IN 

THE SOUTH YARD NEEDED 

SOMETHING FROM THE 

NORTH YARD, THE YOUNG 

PIPEFITTER WOULD BE 

DISPATCHED TO GO GET IT.

BUDS RAISE BIG BUCKS 
FOR CANCER SOCIETY
GROTON EMPLOYEES CONTRIBUTED A 
TOTAL OF $14,100 TO THE AMERICAN CANCER 
SOCIETY’S ANNUAL DAFFODIL DAYS EVENT, 
MAKING ELECTRIC BOAT THE TOP CORPORATE 
FUNDRAISER IN CONNECTICUT ONCE AGAIN. 
SOME 30 EMPLOYEES VOLUNTEERED TO SELL 
THE FLOWERS, INCLUDING TOP SELLERS, FROM 
LEFT, DIANE TATRO (452), CHRISTINE DICKSON 
(275), DEBRA MORRISSETTEE (341), PATTY 
FURLONG (275) AND NICOLE DESJARDINS (355). 
DONNA HAVRILLA (601) AND LISA TROLAN 
(605) WERE THE EVENT’S CO-CHAIRWOMEN AT 
ELECTRIC BOAT.
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Part of Technical Excellence Week, the 2012 Junk-Part of Technical Excellence Week, the 2012 Junk-Part of Technical Excellence Week, the 2012 Junk
yard Wars challenged teams to create a vehicle that 
could traverse the length of the course, dock in one 
of two areas located at the far end of the course, and 
launch and land a Cormorant unmanned aerial vehicle 
(UAV) safely on a net target. Teams had less than 
one week to build their vehicles, and were limited to 
using only certain materials. 26 teams comprising 160 
employees participated.

Junkyard Wars organizers gave special thanks 
to DALE R. WILLIAMS (431), DALE R. WILLIAMS (431), DALE R. WILLIAMS BOB BRANCH (431), 
GEORGE GLANVILL (244), GEORGE GLANVILL (244), GEORGE GLANVILL NEFTALI SOSTRE (251), NEFTALI SOSTRE (251), NEFTALI SOSTRE
MARSHALL PERINGER (251), MARSHALL PERINGER (251), MARSHALL PERINGER DENNIS ROLFE (505), DENNIS ROLFE (505), DENNIS ROLFE
KEN SCARPA (248) and KEN SCARPA (248) and KEN SCARPA DAN DEPOLITO (229) for DAN DEPOLITO (229) for DAN DEPOLITO
making this year’s course a reality.

R
base, but he still showed up at the 21st annual Submarine Industrial Base Council 
(SIBC) Congressional Breakfast to show his support for the submarine force and 
its industrial partners.

need more submarines to do it, Dent said.

countries in Africa and the Middle East, said anyone who doubts the significance 
of the U.S. Navy’s ability to project power, who thinks other countries are not 
looking to us for leadership, should undertake a similar journey.

going to do everything I can do to make sure we continue to build two submarines 
a year, including in 2014.”

for his unceasing advocacy for a two-per-year build rate – said moving the break
fast from a small room in the Rayburn House Office Building to the spacious Cau
cus Room in the Cannon House Office Building shows the growth and influence 
of SIBC. A record number of suppliers, members of Congress, and congressional 
staffers attended the session to lend their support to submarine programs.

hours of the Libyan conflict, “gives your argument here on the Hill much more 
power, and validity.”

the two-per-year build rate should be sustained as long as possible. The Pentagon has 
proposed postponing construction of the second submarine in 2014 until 2018.proposed postponing construction of the second submarine in 2014 until 2018.

versations with appropriators on that topic.”

by the SIBC for his service to the country. Joining the Senate in 1989, Lieberman 
stepped right into the successful battle to save the Seawolf program, which had 
been targeted for termination. He was awarded a framed picture of USS Con
necticut, the second Seawolf submarine.

comes down squarely in the ‘two’ column. Additionally, he said, the administration 
has proposed funding to develop the next-generation SSBN and for a modification 
that would more than triple the fixed strike capacity of Virginia-class submarines.

at it dispassionately acknowledges that,” Lieberman said.

national security, but they also help to preserve the advanced manufacturing base 
in this country. With almost 1,000 submarine parts suppliers in Connecticut and 
hundreds of millions in spending across the state, “This is bread and butter. This 
is jobs. This is about the economy, not just in my district but across Connecticut.”

warfare edge, but it will also help to bring costs down.” Delaying the second ship 
in 2014, however, “Potentially endangers our industrial base, so you can be sure I 
will fight it.”

INDUSTRIAL BASE GROUP 
GENERATES SUPPORT FOR SUBMARINES

ABOVE, DUCK TAILS TEAM MEMBERS MATT SZYMONIK (415), LEFT, AND MATT KAZANA (415), RIGHT, LOOK ON AS CHRIS WELLS (415), CENTER, 
ALIGNS THEIR VEHICLE AT THE STARTING LINE OF THE JUNKYARD WARS COURSE. 

BELOW,  ARE MEMBERS OF THE WINNING TEAM, THE YARD DAWGS. THEY ARE, FROM LEFT, SHAWN REED (474), RYAN LINDAUERE (413), DEVIN 
MALONEY (473) AND KEN SCHROEDER (474). TEAM MEMBERS NOT PICTURED ARE MIKE SIKORA (473), JEREMY LESSARD (452), GREG WALTER 
(413), MARIUSZ MACKO (474) AND KEVIN TIERNEY (416). ALSO IN THE PHOTO ARE, THIRD FROM RIGHT, TANNER GLANTZ, TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE 
WEEK COORDINATOR; AND CAPT DARLENE K. GRASDOCK, AND REAR ADM. THOMAS J. ECCLES, WHO JUDGED THE COMPETITION.
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R ep. Charlie Dent, R-15th Penn., said there is no harbor in his district more 
than 40 miles inland on the border with New Jersey, and there is no Navy 

base, but he still showed up at the 21st annual Submarine Industrial Base Council 
(SIBC) Congressional Breakfast to show his support for the submarine force and 
its industrial partners.

“The Navy is going to be called upon to do a great deal more,” and it is going to 
need more submarines to do it, Dent said.

Sen. Richard Blumenthal, D-Conn., just back from a six-day trip through six 
countries in Africa and the Middle East, said anyone who doubts the significance 
of the U.S. Navy’s ability to project power, who thinks other countries are not 
looking to us for leadership, should undertake a similar journey.

“We still have work to do, because there are still threats,” Blumenthal said. “I’m 
going to do everything I can do to make sure we continue to build two submarines 
a year, including in 2014.”

Rep. Joe Courtney, D-2nd Conn. – known by his colleagues as ‘Two-Subs Joe’ 
for his unceasing advocacy for a two-per-year build rate – said moving the break-for his unceasing advocacy for a two-per-year build rate – said moving the break-for his unceasing advocacy for a two-per-year build rate – said moving the break
fast from a small room in the Rayburn House Office Building to the spacious Cau-
cus Room in the Cannon House Office Building shows the growth and influence 
of SIBC. A record number of suppliers, members of Congress, and congressional 
staffers attended the session to lend their support to submarine programs.

He said the critical contributions of the USS Florida (SSGN-728) in the opening 
hours of the Libyan conflict, “gives your argument here on the Hill much more 
power, and validity.”

He said there is broad agreement in Congress and the Department of Defense that 
the two-per-year build rate should be sustained as long as possible. The Pentagon has 
proposed postponing construction of the second submarine in 2014 until 2018.proposed postponing construction of the second submarine in 2014 until 2018.

“This is not Mission Impossible,” Courtney said. “We’ve already had good con-
versations with appropriators on that topic.”

Sen. Joseph I. Lieberman, I-Conn., who is retiring this year, was recognized 
by the SIBC for his service to the country. Joining the Senate in 1989, Lieberman 
stepped right into the successful battle to save the Seawolf program, which had 
been targeted for termination. He was awarded a framed picture of USS Con-
necticut, the second Seawolf submarine.

At least today, he said, the discussion is about whether to build one or two – and he 
comes down squarely in the ‘two’ column. Additionally, he said, the administration 
has proposed funding to develop the next-generation SSBN and for a modification 
that would more than triple the fixed strike capacity of Virginia-class submarines.

“There still aren’t enough submarines in our fleet, and I think anyone who looks 
at it dispassionately acknowledges that,” Lieberman said.

Rep. Rosa DeLauro, D-3rd Conn., said not only are submarines important to 
national security, but they also help to preserve the advanced manufacturing base 
in this country. With almost 1,000 submarine parts suppliers in Connecticut and 
hundreds of millions in spending across the state, “This is bread and butter. This 
is jobs. This is about the economy, not just in my district but across Connecticut.”

She added: “Maintaining two submarines a year not only retains our undersea 
warfare edge, but it will also help to bring costs down.” Delaying the second ship 
in 2014, however, “Potentially endangers our industrial base, so you can be sure I 
will fight it.”

INDUSTRIAL BASE GROUP 
GENERATES SUPPORT FOR SUBMARINES

will fight it.”

NEW EXERCISE 
PROGRAM CAN BE 
YOUR ENTRY
IN $125,000 
RAFFLE
E lectric Boat’s Health and Wellness 

organization is introducing an 
exercise initiative called Under Weigh. 
This program is open to all employees 
and their spouses at all company loca-
tions, and is suited for exercisers of all 
abilities.

Running from May 1 through June 
29, the eight-week session adds a fifth 
way to enter the company’s It All 
Counts program. This program pro-
vides opportunities for employees and 
their families to maintain good health 
and win one of nearly 150 prizes total-
ing $125,000. Now in its fifth year, It 
All Counts has distributed more than 
$500,000 to eligible employees.

Participating in Under Weigh is easy. 
Just gather a team of five to 10 people Just gather a team of five to 10 people 
and register between March 29 and and register between March 29 and 
April 27. Registrations should be subApril 27. Registrations should be sub-
mitted to Wellness Coordinator Erik mitted to Wellness Coordinator Erik 
Teter (ext. 22490 or eteter@gdeb.com).Teter (ext. 22490 or eteter@gdeb.com).

When the program begins on May When the program begins on May 
1, start exercising and recording your 1, start exercising and recording your 
team’s minutes. You can perform any team’s minutes. You can perform any 
exercise – running, walking, biking or exercise – running, walking, biking or 
sports, for example. sports, for example. 

Each week, team captains will tally Each week, team captains will tally 
the number of exercise minutes comthe number of exercise minutes com-
pleted by their team members and propleted by their team members and pro-
vide the information to Teter.vide the information to Teter.

“Regular exercise is an important “Regular exercise is an important 
part of attaining and maintaining part of attaining and maintaining 
good health,” says Quonset Point good health,” says Quonset Point 
Medical Director Dr. Susan Andrews. Medical Director Dr. Susan Andrews. 
“The ultimate goal is to create a “The ultimate goal is to create a 
behavior change so that all employees behavior change so that all employees 
and spouses include regular exercise and spouses include regular exercise 
as part of their lifestyle. Thirty minas part of their lifestyle. Thirty min-
utes of exercise most days of the week utes of exercise most days of the week 

continued on page 11

ABOVE, DUCK TAILS TEAM MEMBERS MATT SZYMONIK (415), LEFT, AND MATT KAZANA (415), RIGHT, LOOK ON AS CHRIS WELLS (415), CENTER, 
ALIGNS THEIR VEHICLE AT THE STARTING LINE OF THE JUNKYARD WARS COURSE. 

BELOW,  ARE MEMBERS OF THE WINNING TEAM, THE YARD DAWGS. THEY ARE, FROM LEFT, SHAWN REED (474), RYAN LINDAUERE (413), DEVIN 
MALONEY (473) AND KEN SCHROEDER (474). TEAM MEMBERS NOT PICTURED ARE MIKE SIKORA (473), JEREMY LESSARD (452), GREG WALTER 
(413), MARIUSZ MACKO (474) AND KEVIN TIERNEY (416). ALSO IN THE PHOTO ARE, THIRD FROM RIGHT, TANNER GLANTZ, TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE 
WEEK COORDINATOR; AND CAPT DARLENE K. GRASDOCK, AND REAR ADM. THOMAS J. ECCLES, WHO JUDGED THE COMPETITION.
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HEALTH
MATTERS

By Susan Andrews, M.D.

“Life would be infinitely happier if we  
  could only be born at the age of eighty and   
  gradually approach eighteen.” 

— Mark Twain

Mark Twain was obviously discussing the physical nature of aging. Cer-
tainly heart health is one such area that changes as we age. Not only do 
our hearts age, but our vessels age as well. With changes in the vascular 

system diseases such as hypertension (high blood pressure), cerebral vascular acci-
dents (strokes), myocardial infarctions (heart attacks), peripheral vascular disease 
(poor circulation) and hypercholesterolemia (high cholesterol) become more preva-
lent as the body ages.

So why don’t more people recognize the signs and symptoms of heart disease, or 
specifically a heart attack? This has to do with our minds thinking “this is nothing, specifically a heart attack? This has to do with our minds thinking “this is nothing, 
it will go away.”

Also, the symptoms of heart disease can be confused with other less critical diagAlso, the symptoms of heart disease can be confused with other less critical diag-
noses such as heartburn or arthritis. Women tend to have less classic presentations noses such as heartburn or arthritis. Women tend to have less classic presentations 
of myocardial infarctions, which increases the rate of misdiagnosis.of myocardial infarctions, which increases the rate of misdiagnosis.of myocardial infarctions, which increases the rate of misdiagnosis.

HERE ARE THE MAJOR SYMPTOMS OF A HEART ATTACK:

P Chest discomfortChest discomfort. This discomfort is usually in the center of the chest and lasts . This discomfort is usually in the center of the chest and lasts . This discomfort is usually in the center of the chest and lasts 
several minutes. The discomfort may even go away but returns. It’s often described several minutes. The discomfort may even go away but returns. It’s often described several minutes. The discomfort may even go away but returns. It’s often described several minutes. The discomfort may even go away but returns. It’s often described 
as pressure, squeezing, fullness and only sometimes as pain.as pressure, squeezing, fullness and only sometimes as pain.as pressure, squeezing, fullness and only sometimes as pain.as pressure, squeezing, fullness and only sometimes as pain.as pressure, squeezing, fullness and only sometimes as pain.

P Discomfort in other upper bodyDiscomfort in other upper bodyDiscomfort in other upper body areas can include pain or discomfort in the  areas can include pain or discomfort in the Discomfort in other upper body areas can include pain or discomfort in the Discomfort in other upper body
arms, back, neck, jaw or stomach.arms, back, neck, jaw or stomach.arms, back, neck, jaw or stomach.arms, back, neck, jaw or stomach.arms, back, neck, jaw or stomach.

P Shortness of breathShortness of breathShortness of breath can occur before or after the chest discomfort starts. can occur before or after the chest discomfort starts.

P Other symptoms are very nonspecific Other symptoms are very nonspecific Other symptoms are very nonspecific Other symptoms are very nonspecific like cold sweats, nausea or light 
headedness.headedness.

If you’re with someone experiencing these symptoms, remember to call 911, ext. If you’re with someone experiencing these symptoms, remember to call 911, ext. If you’re with someone experiencing these symptoms, remember to call 911, ext. If you’re with someone experiencing these symptoms, remember to call 911, ext. 
33333 in Groton or ext. 22222 at Quonset Point. Acting quickly can mean the differ33333 in Groton or ext. 22222 at Quonset Point. Acting quickly can mean the differ33333 in Groton or ext. 22222 at Quonset Point. Acting quickly can mean the differ33333 in Groton or ext. 22222 at Quonset Point. Acting quickly can mean the differ-
ence between permanent damage and temporary damage. New medicines can stop ence between permanent damage and temporary damage. New medicines can stop ence between permanent damage and temporary damage. New medicines can stop ence between permanent damage and temporary damage. New medicines can stop 
a myocardial infarct from causing long term damage.a myocardial infarct from causing long term damage.a myocardial infarct from causing long term damage.a myocardial infarct from causing long term damage.

According to a 2005 survey, 92 percent of respondents recognized chest pain as According to a 2005 survey, 92 percent of respondents recognized chest pain as According to a 2005 survey, 92 percent of respondents recognized chest pain as According to a 2005 survey, 92 percent of respondents recognized chest pain as 
a symptom of a heart attack, but only 27 percent were aware of the other major a symptom of a heart attack, but only 27 percent were aware of the other major a symptom of a heart attack, but only 27 percent were aware of the other major a symptom of a heart attack, but only 27 percent were aware of the other major 
symptoms. The American Academy of Family Physicians in 2010 stated that 50 symptoms. The American Academy of Family Physicians in 2010 stated that 50 symptoms. The American Academy of Family Physicians in 2010 stated that 50 symptoms. The American Academy of Family Physicians in 2010 stated that 50 
percent of cardiac deaths occur before the victim reaches the hospital. Further, sudpercent of cardiac deaths occur before the victim reaches the hospital. Further, sudpercent of cardiac deaths occur before the victim reaches the hospital. Further, sudpercent of cardiac deaths occur before the victim reaches the hospital. Further, sud-
den cardiac death is the most common and often the first sign of coronary artery den cardiac death is the most common and often the first sign of coronary artery den cardiac death is the most common and often the first sign of coronary artery den cardiac death is the most common and often the first sign of coronary artery 
disease.disease.

There are five main risk factors for heart disease – high blood pressure, high There are five main risk factors for heart disease – high blood pressure, high There are five main risk factors for heart disease – high blood pressure, high There are five main risk factors for heart disease – high blood pressure, high 
blood cholesterol, cigarette smoking, diabetes and obesity. Electric Boat’s Health blood cholesterol, cigarette smoking, diabetes and obesity. Electric Boat’s Health blood cholesterol, cigarette smoking, diabetes and obesity. Electric Boat’s Health blood cholesterol, cigarette smoking, diabetes and obesity. Electric Boat’s Health 
and Wellness Team can help you learn what your risk factors are at one of the and Wellness Team can help you learn what your risk factors are at one of the and Wellness Team can help you learn what your risk factors are at one of the and Wellness Team can help you learn what your risk factors are at one of the 
House Calls or Know Your Numbers events.House Calls or Know Your Numbers events.House Calls or Know Your Numbers events.House Calls or Know Your Numbers events.

After you determine your risk, you should develop your own action plan to After you determine your risk, you should develop your own action plan to After you determine your risk, you should develop your own action plan to After you determine your risk, you should develop your own action plan to 
reduce this risk. For example, if I am diabetic and obese, and continue smoking, reduce this risk. For example, if I am diabetic and obese, and continue smoking, reduce this risk. For example, if I am diabetic and obese, and continue smoking, reduce this risk. For example, if I am diabetic and obese, and continue smoking, reduce this risk. For example, if I am diabetic and obese, and continue smoking, 
I have three main risk factors. The Health and Wellness Team may ask you which I have three main risk factors. The Health and Wellness Team may ask you which I have three main risk factors. The Health and Wellness Team may ask you which I have three main risk factors. The Health and Wellness Team may ask you which I have three main risk factors. The Health and Wellness Team may ask you which 
factor you want to work on this year. Once you pick something to work on, it is factor you want to work on this year. Once you pick something to work on, it is factor you want to work on this year. Once you pick something to work on, it is factor you want to work on this year. Once you pick something to work on, it is 
important to create an action plan so you can have success with your goal.important to create an action plan so you can have success with your goal.important to create an action plan so you can have success with your goal.important to create an action plan so you can have success with your goal.
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RETIREES
227 Efrain Rivera

38 years
Chip/Tnk Tst/Grd 1/C

274 James L. Wise
38 years
Elec Serv Eng Nu 1/C

400 Jackson E. Morgan
48 years
Dir Eng – Nuclear & Structures

403 Barry R. Strauss
23 years
Eng Suppt – Tech Editor

443 Wesley K. Bohlke
38 years
Engineering Specialist

447 Carol A. Ross
38 years
T/A Material

452 Sally D. Haddad
38 years
Pipe S/Des Sr Spec

456 Richard A. Whittle
24 years
Elect Sr Designer

459 Robert O. Dimock Sr.
46 years
Design Tech-Struct

463 John A. Rodolico
39 years
Engineer, Principal

686 Lois Adams
38 years
Program Mgmt Spec Sr

405 Max C. Olarte
25 years
Planner Senior

901 John S. Camboia
25 years
Install Tech III

904 Neva Curry
8 years
Pipe Preparation Mechanic

Heart disease warrants the attention it receives – it is the leading cause of death 
for both men and women in the U.S., accounting for one in every four deaths.

What can you do to decrease your risk of coronary heart disease? First, main-
tain a healthy lifestyle. Electric Boat can help you and your family by checking 
your numbers – blood pressure, cholesterol, blood sugar and body mass index – 
and then developing a personal action plan to modify those risks.

Areas of focus are healthy eating, maintaining a healthy weight, exercising 
regularly, quitting or not smoking, and limiting alcohol. You can also alter under-
lying risk factors by monitoring your cholesterol and blood pressure, managing 
your diabetes, taking your medications as instructed, and talking with your 
health-care provider.

The Health and Wellness Team conducts both House Call and Know Your 
Numbers screenings at Groton, New London and Quonset Point. For questions 
or schedules, call DORIA SKLAR in Groton (860- 433-6391) or  DORIA SKLAR in Groton (860- 433-6391) or  DORIA SKLAR ERIK TETER at ERIK TETER at ERIK TETER
Quonset Point (401-268-2490).

Exercise facilities are available at all three sites as well – either at the onsite gym 
facilities or at the YMCA for Quonset Point employees. If these gyms are not con-
venient, you and your family can always go for a walk in your local community.

Electric Boat also encourages employees to maintain healthy weight through 
Weight Watchers and Transitions programs, and small group encouragement ses-
sions. Smoking-cessation assistance is available for employees and spouses at sites 
with medical facilities. Both the Groton and Quonset Point EB Family Pharma-
cies (888-578-3457) can assist with medication dispensing, questions and pricing.

Lastly, Electric Boat’s health insurance provides a full physical exam with a 
primary-care provider (PCP) for each covered participant. I encourage you and 
your dependents to involve your PCP in your action plan.

If you need to reach someone about benefits, contact the benefits offices in Gro-
ton (860-433-4201) or at Quonset Point (401-268-2279). MERCEDES BERES is the 
health care advocate for UnitedHealthCare and can be reached at 860-433-8272 
or 401-268-2240. She can help you sign up for a disease management program per-
taining to heart disease as well as other conditions.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

ACCORDING TO A 2005 SURVEY, 92 PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS 

RECOGNIZED CHEST PAIN AS A SYMPTOM OF A HEART ATTACK, 

BUT ONLY 27 PERCENT WERE AWARE OF THE OTHER MAJOR 

SYMPTOMS. THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF FAMILY PHYSICIANS 

IN 2010 STATED THAT 50 PERCENT OF CARDIAC DEATHS OCCUR 

BEFORE THE VICTIM REACHES THE HOSPITAL. FURTHER, SUDDEN 

CARDIAC DEATH IS THE MOST COMMON AND OFTEN THE FIRST 

SIGN OF CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE.
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QUONSET POINT FACILITY MANAGER BRUCE HART CONGRATULATES CHIEF OF TRAINING 
COURTNEY MURPHY ON HER SELECTION AS ONE OF “THE 40 BEST AND BRIGHTEST YOUNG 
PROFESSIONALS IN SOUTHERN RHODE ISLAND WHO ARE SHAPING THE REGION AND MAKING 
A DIFFERENCE.” THE FIRST ANNUAL AWARDS ARE SPONSORED BY THE PUBLISHERS OF SO 
RHODE ISLAND AND THE UNITED CHAMBERS OF SOUTHERN RHODE ISLAND. MURPHY WAS  
RECOGNIZED WITH 39 OTHER PROFESSIONALS AT AN AWARDS DINNER AT THE OCEAN HOUSE  
IN WATCH HILL, R.I.       
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40 YEARS
355 Anthony J. Alfieri
459 Steven J. Buckingham
642 Leland P. Miller

35  YEARS
229 Bryan T. Way
400 John W. Biederka
416 Robert L. Holden
447 Michael J. Yanavich
472 Michael E. Law
633 Susan A. Williams
642 Warren M. Sidle
904 John E. Flis
913 Joseph C. Marqus
951 Annette M. Bourcier

30 YEARS
226 Kevin E. Kumpf
244 Anne S. Frish
272 Joseph R. Marino
427 John F. Norosky
459 Terrence M. Leahy
459 Edward W. Leblanc
463 Roland R. Trailor Jr.
644 Donna M. Padula
795 Michael D. Smith
904 Tony L. Terry
915 John J. Bourque
915 John A. Faraone

25  YEARS
210 Michael A. Noel
251 Frank R. Vieira
272 Jack L. Penney
355 Michael J. Gallant
403 Wendy L. 

Deane-Chadwick
403 Warren K. Mogan
415 Peter H. DiCarlo
428 Gary F. Haines
448 Peter J. Krause
456 Kenneth J. Fontaine
456 Brian G. Rocawich
464 Michael A. Botieri
472 Alan J. Rioux
473 Bethea L. Slocum
496 Nellichery R. 

Thiyagarajan
642 William T. Herrmann
686 Robert M. Shaw

20 YEARS
321 Henry R. Federico
421 John Hirsch
462 Joseph L. Bennett
706 Danny J. Brockett
915 Kevin J. Banach Sr.
915 William J. Magno

H H H H H H                             H H H H H H                             
service         awards

226 James A. Bowski

Caroline R. Burgess

Robert J. Dupuis

Daryl A. Frink

Patrick C. Gauthier

Steven B. Kaplan

William W. Licciardi

Thomas P. Thomson

 Edward I. Thornton

 Robert A. Zwolenski

229 Richard E. Bazinet

 Elias S. Laboy

 John R. Myshka

 Marc A. Rowley

 Kent C. Winchell

274 Michael Morence

330 Jason J. Pagano

 Daniel Schrage

333 Gisele M. Balzer

355 Jonathan Estes

411 Sheila E. Siborg

428 George L. Felipe

436 Jonathan K. DuPaul

445 Paul Corriveau

492 Andrew W. Glazzard

613 Carol C. Scarrozzo

705  Lindsey Sprague

792 David M. Wolber

901 Paul F. Serra Jr.

904 Alan E. Carpenter

904 Robert P. Janson

915 Gerald E. Bichsel

 Robert Domina

 Nicholas A. Perrotti

933 Gregory J. Mandile

935 Kristin Beaudry

962 Christopher G. Brown

970 John Lyden

WELCOME TO ELECTRIC BOAT PLEASE HELP WELCOME THE FOLLOWING 
EMPLOYEES, WHO HAVE RECENTLY JOINED 
THE COMPANY
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QUONSET POINT FACILITY MANAGER BRUCE HART CONGRATULATES CHIEF OF TRAINING 
COURTNEY MURPHY ON HER SELECTION AS ONE OF “THE 40 BEST AND BRIGHTEST YOUNG 
PROFESSIONALS IN SOUTHERN RHODE ISLAND WHO ARE SHAPING THE REGION AND MAKING 
A DIFFERENCE.” THE FIRST ANNUAL AWARDS ARE SPONSORED BY THE PUBLISHERS OF SO 
RHODE ISLAND AND THE UNITED CHAMBERS OF SOUTHERN RHODE ISLAND. MURPHY WAS  
RECOGNIZED WITH 39 OTHER PROFESSIONALS AT AN AWARDS DINNER AT THE OCEAN HOUSE  
IN WATCH HILL, R.I.       

is enough to help you lead a longer, 
healthier life.”
    Get your team together today and 
get Under Weigh. For more infor-
mation, contact Teter (ext. 22490 or 
eteter@gdeb.com).

It All Counts

The 2012 It All Counts program is 
open to all employees. Spouses covered 
under one of Electric Boat’s health 
plans are also eligible. Please note: 
one raffle prize winner per employee/
spouse.

To enter the raffle, you and/or your 
spouse must complete one of the fol-
lowing between Dec. 1, 2011, and Nov. 
30, 2012:

P Obtain a complete annual physical 
from your primary care physician

P Participate in a smoking cessation 
program (Smoking cessation programs 
must be approved by the facility’s medi-
cal director.)

P Participate in a House Calls/Know 
Your Numbers health-screening event

P Fill a prescription at either of the 
Electric Boat Family Pharmacies

P Participate in the Under Weigh 
program

These wellness actions can maintain 
and improve your health, and provide 
early identification of any medical 
issues so that treatments and outcomes 
are optimized.

The company health plan, United-
Healthcare, will record when you or 
your spouse has an annual physical. 
House Calls and Know Your Numbers 
entries will be tracked by the Yard 
Hospital in Groton and the Medical 
Dispensary at Quonset Point. The 
Electric Boat Family Pharmacy will 
record when you or your spouse fill a 
prescription. House Calls and Know 
Your Numbers events are held at vari-
ous locations throughout the facility 
during the year.

If you are not covered under one of 
EB’s health plans or for more informa-
tion about It All Counts, please contact 
DORIA SKLAR (ext. 36391) or DORIA SKLAR (ext. 36391) or DORIA SKLAR ERIK
TETER (ext. 22490).TETER (ext. 22490).TETER
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EB 
BUSINESS 
ETHICS 
      AND 
CONDUCT
BUSINESS ETHICS 
VALUES

The quality of our products is crucial 
to our success. All of our products 
and services must meet appropriate 
inspection, testing and quality criteria in 
accordance with contract and government 
requirements. You should complete 
all test documentation accurately and 
promptly.

With respect to quality and testing, you 
have the following responsibilities:

P Tell the truth at all times

P Keep our promises to others

P Respect others regardless of the 
     situation or circumstance

P Are trustworthy in our dealings 
     with others

P Conduct ourselves with integrity

P Manage our behavior responsibly

OUR BUSINESS CONDUCT 
REFLECTS OUR BUSINESS ETHICS 
VALUES

EB Ethics Director FRANK 
CAPIZZANO (860-433-1278) is CAPIZZANO (860-433-1278) is CAPIZZANO
available to assist anyone regarding 
questions or issues that may relate 
to ethical decision making. The GD 
Ethics Hotline is available 24/7 and 
may be reached at 800-433-8442 or 
700-613-6315 for international callers. 
Online access is available at www.
gd.ethicspoint.com.

Remember – When in doubt, 
always ask.

20 YEARS

IT ALL COUNTS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7
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